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The global world is going through the phase of recession where its effect has been much observed
in the developed countries. To accommodate cost savings, jobs cutting and employee termination
from the job is carried out in full swing. This has raised the question of job security in the mind of
employees who are working abroad. But on the other side India is a country which is standing
strong enough on the ground to provide career opportunities in India for the job seekers. In this
overall period of recession also there are various jobs in India.

There are various job vacancies in India which provides career opportunities for the job seekers in
various fields. These fields are highlighted below:

The Indian Paramilitary sources or Armed Forces are one of the sectors which have revealed their
decision of recruiting 100,000 candidates for various posts in Indian Army Regiments.

The Banking Sector is another booming sector for job opportunities in India. Candidates are hired as
bank clerks, technician, pilot officers and various other posts by different banks like State Bank of
India, Central Bank of India, Bank of Allahabad, Bank of Baroda, Indian Overseas Bank and others,
based on the abilities and skills inculcated within them.

The Indian Railways are one of the uppermost corporations of generating job opportunities in India.
Their large networks had always been the opening door of career for thousands of candidates in
India. The recruitment of people is carried out regularly in this field for the post Of Ticket Master,
Engineers, engine drivers and many more by providing number of facilities that the other jobs
promise to its candidate. Till today millions of experts are been recruited in this field.

The Medical Field and another sector in India for doing a career. Various openings of hospitals and
health care centers today are not only creating openings for good doctors but thousands of
opportunities are created for lab assistants, helpers, nurses, assistants, receptionists and other staff
along with it. Along with opportunities better salary and facilities are been provided to them.

	The Private Sectors in India is also playing a major role by providing various career opportunities in
India. Many companies go for job cuts during recession in U.S and it becomes beneficial for India,
as there are many such private companies which are doing job cuts in U.S. but gap fulfillment is
done through people for their outsourced location like India. Millions of career openings in India
available in outsourcing industry and private sector located in Delhi, Mumbai, Chennai, Hyderabad
and various others.

	The above information reveals that there are various vacancies in India for different field, with better
salary and facilities. But there is tough competition to get hire yourself for a better job. Indian jobs
could be considered as secured. It must be understood that the focus should not be at one sector
but different sectors are also to be taken into consideration to seek jobs.
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Rohit Irabatti is the author of this article. He has been demonstrating his writing skills by writing the
articles for human research from last two years. He also has a keen interest in writing stuff for job
related topics. He has written various articles on a  Jobs  . He specialized in coverage of HR
marketing.
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